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“Empty” runs normalized to experimental cross section
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N is the yield, the number of scattered electrons
e is the electron charge
Quantitities from MySQL: ps1 is the prescale factor, Q tot is the total charge, ρ is the number density of the electron
beam, LT is the livetime, εdet is the product of all detector efficiencies.
ΔΩ is the solid angle acceptance. Tight central cut used:
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ΔE ′ is the energy acceptance: 1 MeV bins
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All runs are 2.2 GeV incident energy, 5 T magnetic field, Helium-4 / ‘Empty’ target
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Toby method used to fit elastic peak and remove quasielastic
contamination
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Fitting the elastic peak to a Gaussian-Landau convolution and the start of the quasielastic peak to a
Gaussian gives a more accurate elastic peak
Sensitivity to fit bounds examined, varying the maximum elastic bound and minimum quasielastic bound
by ± 5 MeV had minimal effect on integrated cross section.

Elastic peak integrated and radiative corrections applied
Mo and Tsai method used. Formula is lengthy, see image.
All quantities defined well in paper with the exception of “ΔE”
ΔE defined in separate Tsai paper as length of Landau tail on
elastic peak, but there is some guesswork in the cut-off.
Average results:
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Fairly sensitive to choice of ΔE; “High” ΔE value chosen at very
end of tail:
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“Low” ΔE value chosen at base of peak:
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Have not yet done uncertainty analysis on ΔE choice
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Compared to Rosenbluth Cross Section for Electron
Scattering
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Helium form factors taken from McCarthy, Sick, and Whitney, where G E = 2Fch
Longitudinal Results:

Transverse Results:
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6.4% Difference

-14.4% Difference

“High” ΔE: 4.1% Difference
“Low” ΔE: 9.9% Difference

“High” ΔE: -16.3% Difference
“Low” ΔE: -11.6% Difference
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Conclusions
• Empty runs compare well to Rosenbluth elastic cross section, but are
sensitive to choice of ΔE factor from Mo and Tsai radiative corrections
• Still need to complete uncertainty analysis on ΔE correction and
Rosenbluth calculation from the reconstructed scattering angle
• If choice of ΔE is good, there may be a small correction needed to
make the cross sections match

